DIRECTIONS: P-I-E (Pencil, Ink, Erase) First use PENCIL, Draw the Red ink in each step. Then INK all lines, ERASE Pencil. COLOR

#1. In pencil, lightly draw an elongated triangle with the widest part at the top. The scale is 2 units wide and 3 units tall.

#2. Turn the top line into a drooping curve.

#3. Connecting to the left side of the lower point, draw a leaf shape. The rounded part connects to the triangle point in the center of the leaf curve. The left end of the leaf comes to a point and curves slightly upward.

#4. Draw an echoing leaf on the right side of the triangle. The rounded ends of the two leaf shapes will be touching.

#5. At the lower end, where the two leaf-shaped come together, draw a circle.

#6. On the lower right side of the circle, add a tiny triangle. It will slant downward at about a 45-degree angle.

#7. With pen, trace along only the outline of the dove. Do not draw any of the internal lines.

#8. Erase pencil.

#9. Color the image with a solid color.